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Tbc cooking guide horde

This page contains a detailed guide to leveling fishing and cooking skills together for Horde. A similar guide is available for Alliance. The text is intended for those who have reached level 70, and you want to level these skills together. On this page: This method levels cooking and fishing skills at the same time. There are
many different ways to do this. This guide is designed to keep travel time low, not waste baits, and be easy to follow: It doesn't use rare recipes/quest, and doesn't count on fish that can only be caught at certain times of the day. It does not require +100 baits, but allows fishing without escape (except close to 375 fishing
skills when there is no alternative). The guide requires no special faction reputation. Note that enemies of the steamwheedle Cartel cannot complete the Craft Cooking mission, so you cannot level the cuisine beyond 225 by any method. The guide has been optimized for changes to patch 2.4. Most of the dishes you
create cannot be sold at auction, so you will lose gold until the final stages of the guide. Fortunately, fishing and outland cooking are very profitable, so you should have more than covered the leveling costs at 375. Remember that the main purpose of this guide is to level fishing and cooking, not make gold. For gold, read
this method. Both fishing and culinary skills level in a partially random way: I cannot accurately say how many catches or cooked dishes will be needed. You will find that you caught more fish than you need to cook, because fishing always levels slower than cooking. This gives you a lot of flexibility to vary from guide. The
basics of fishing are not covered here. To learn about fishing techniques, read His First Catch. Fishing pole Find a good fishing pole. If you haven't already done so, complete the Snapjaws Fisherman's mission, Mon! for the +25 Nat Pagle's Extreme Angler FC-5000. If this is not possible, complete Rather Be Fishin' for
the +20 Seth Graphite Fishing Pole, or look for a Large Iron Fishing Pole. If you prefer to use a more basic fishing pole, you'll need to use +25 Bright Bauble baits for the first 20 skill points when moving to new zones. Where +25 baits are recommended, you will need to use +50. +100 instead of +75. This waste is not
recommended. The polo recommendation is primarily for fishermen who will follow this guide to Outland, and whose level is high enough to complete katoom's mission (44+). Anyone who uses the guide up to 300 fishing and about 280 kitchens, can safely use baits. The lack of decent fishing equipment only becomes a
major problem in outland, where +100 attracting would need to be sustained for hours. At the end of this guide, you will need to baits to fish effectively. Beware of aquadynamic fish attractor when talking to fishing suppliers: They usually sell a pair each, but never sell whole batteries. Whole. watch +100 Sharp Fish Hooks
at the auction house. Head north to Thunder Bluff. Fish in the pond near the auction house and thunder bluff bank, until your skill reaches 130. Alternatively, fish in the Spiritual Ascension. You should catch about 15 Raw Shiny Fish, 65 Raw Longjaw Mud Snapper, and 30 Raw Bristle Whisker Catfish. Race to the highest
of the 3 levels in the central part of Thunder Bluff. Near the exit of the commissioners' tower, you will find the Mistrunners. From Naal Mistrunner (Cooking Supplies) buy Recipe: Shorty whiskey bristle (you still can't learn). Cook all your Bright Little Raw Fish. This should take your cooking skill to about 55. If you don't get
to 50, fish in the lake a little more. Train Journeyman Cooking from Aska Mistrunner (Cooking Trainer). Learn the longjaw mud snapper recipe, and cook everything you have. Your culinary skill will rise to about 115. Learn the bristle Mustache Catfish recipe and cook everything you have. Your food should be between
125 and 150. If you don't reach 100 cooking with Longjaw Mud Snapper, skip this step for now. You'll get more Raw Longjaw Mud Snapper later. Fly to Shadowprey Village in Desolace. Buy Wulan Expert Cookbook (Kitchen Supplies). Wulan is at the top of the tall building on the northeast side of the village (if you're
having trouble finding her watch this). If your culinary skill is high enough, read the book now. If not, learn Expert Cooking later. Cook only the Longjaw Mud Snapper if your cooking skill is still below 100. Cook all the bristle whisker catfish you have. Your culinary skill will rise near 175. The skills will come very slowly near
175. Don't worry if you don't make it - there are plenty of Raw Catfish and Bristle in the next tour zone. Buy 20 Alterac Swiss from Innkeeper Sikewa (at the hostel, obviously). This is necessary for the next mission of artisanal cuisine. From Mai'Lahii (Fishing Supplies), on the pier, buy at least 10 Bright Baubles (you'll
need them later in Feralas). Use your heart stone to return to Ratchet. Fly to Mudsprocket at Dustwallow Marsh. You may need to fly to Brackenwall Village and go south. Put your stone in Mudsprocket. Find open waters inland north or east of Mudsprocket. Fish here until your ability reaches 225. Head east to Nat Pagle
(there's a cliff gap directly east of the Stonemaul Ruins), and complete the ArtisanAl Fishing Quest. This requires that 4 fish per mission only be caught from different locations. Read a full walkthrough for The Pursuit of Artisanal Fishing, with map of locations » When completing the Search for Artisanal Fishing, gather 10
Zesty Clam Meats for the artisanal cooking mission. Zesty Clam Meat is always found inside a large-mouthed clam. These can be caught, but killing monsters is much faster. One option is to kill young Murk Thresher, Murk. Mr. Murk. or Elder Murk Threshers found in the sea around the coast of Dustwallow Marsh.
However, these creatures can be quite difficult to find. Naga Explorer found on the northwest coast of Booty Bay in Stranglethorn Valley can be killed while completing the Artisanal Fishing Search. These are less likely to carry large-mouthed clams, but are much easier to find. Alternatively, wait until Tanaris, then kill
Steeljaw Snappers near Steamwheedle Port. Return near Mudsprocket, and continue fishing in open water until your ability reaches 255. Overall, you'll earn about 90 Raw Brada Catfish and 140 Raw Mithril Head Trout while fishing at Dustwallow Marsh. Cook bristle whisker catfish until cooking skill 175, then learn the

recipe and cook Mithril Head Trout until cooking skill 225. Stop cooking at 225 and keep any remaining raw head trout. Fly to Gadgetzan in Tanaris. Accept the mission, Clamlette Surprise from Dirge Quikcleave (Butcher) at the inn. You still need 12 Giant Eggs, which you can earn by killing Roc, Fire Roc or Searing Roc
in the deserts of Tanaris. Look along the line of huge bones that runs southwest of Gadgetzan. If the Rocs are hard to find, consider traveling north to Felwood and killing the Farpaks. Owls in The Hinterlands or Winterspring are also options. None of the necessary drops are search items, so you can find them in the
auction house. Return to Dirge Quikcleave to learn Artisanal Cuisine. Cook the remaining Mithril head trout until the recipe becomes gray. Travel east from Gadgetzan to Steamwheedle Port. Da Gikkix (Fisherman) buy Recipe: Salmon and Scorching Sunscale Recipe Scalding: Nightfin Soup. You may not be able to learn
them yet, but you can learn the Recipe: Filet of Redgill that you have been carrying since Booty Bay. Other Gikkix recipes may be useful, but they are not required for this guide. Now go back to Gadgetzan. Fly to Camp Mojache in Feralas. From Sheendra Tallgrass (Trade Supplies) buy Recipe: Lobster Stew and Recipe:
Mightfish Steak. You still won't be able to learn these recipes! He fell into the lake on the south side of Camp Mojache. Fish until your ability reaches 300. Use +25 brilliant Baubles to fishing skill 275 to keep the fish from escaping. You'll catch a small number of Raw Mithril Head Trout, about 100 Redgill Raw, plus about
90 Raw Nightfin Snapper and Salmon Raw Sun Scale combined: The balance between these fish varies by time of day. You will catch some other fish too, which are not necessary for leveling. Cook the Redgill, taking your culinary skill to about 260. Finally learn your and cook Nightfin Snapper and Sunscale Salmon,
raising the culinary skill to about 280. Your culinary skill should reach 275. Fly to Orgrimmar, then take a zeppelin to Camp Base Grom'Gol in Stranglethorn Vale. Fly from wyvern to the Swamp of Sorrows, and finally pass through the portal to Outland. Not far to go now! - - 1-60 Classic Wow &amp; Alliance Speed
Leveling Guides - 1 to 300 Cooking Guide Before you start, you need to realize that this is not a 1-60 leveling guide, it's just a guide that will help you get your cooking skill quickly, if you need a leveling guide, the best is Joana's classic WoW leveling guides. Following from my combined fishing and cooking guide, here's
a 1- to 300-year-old kitchen guide using materials found in mobs. Please note that it is much easier and cheaper to level your kitchen while leveling your fishing at the same time. I tried to choose the cheapest recipes, easy and quick to make and whenever possible I tried to stick with the recipes only from the trainer. So
grab your ass for a cooking coach and get the skill of apprentice cooking. Once you have trained as an apprentice cook, you will have 3 recipes to start with (along with the ability to manufacture fire), they are as follows: Roasted Egg Wolf Meat Roasted Herbs Charred Wolf Meat So, of these recipes, you will only want to
use the recipes of Roasted Boar Meat or Charred Wolf Meat because they don't need other reagents to cook. So let's start cooking :) Horde Levels 1 to 40 Kill any of the following: Mottled Boars around Orgrimmar for Pieces of Boar Meat. Wolves and Pursuers around Mulgore for Stringy Wolf Meat. Darkhounds around
Tirisfal Glades for Stringy Wolf Meat. You will need about 45 Wolf Meat or about 55 boar meat. Cook boar meat and stringy wolf meat until you're 40 (train at Spiced Wolf Meat at level 10 and use this to get skills ups faster, but you'll have to buy mild seasonings). At this point you really should take on fishing as it is easier
to fill in the gaps, patriculary if its on the horde side. But people have asked for an all-cooking guide, so let's try to keep the mafia drops. Levels 41 to 90 At level 50 train as Journeyman Cook. Goto The Sepulcher in Silverpine Forest and buy Andrew Hilbert's Smoked Bear Meat recipe. Kill grizzled bears in Silverpine
Forest for bear meat. You're going to need about 60. Levels 91 to 125 Go find Grub in The Barrens. He stands in a tower near Grosh'gek Farm, north of the road between Crossroads and Ratchet and pick up the search for the Dig Rat stew. Kill dig rats until you have about 30 more than the search needs. Complete the
mission and cook Dig Rat Stew to your level 125. Levels 126 to 175 To Train as an Expert Cook, Goto Shadowprey Village and buy wulan's Expert Cooking Book. Go to Crossroads and buy zargh's hot lion chops recipe and about 60 Hot Spices. Kill the Mountain Lions around Hillsbrad for lion meat. You're going to need
about 60. Levels 176 to 200 Goto Grom'gol and buy recipe for Nerrist's Roast Raptor and about 30 Hot Spices. Kill raptors around Grom'gol for Raptor Flesh. You're going to need about 30. Levels 201 to 225 Goto trainer and train Spider Sausage. Kill Darkfangs around Dustwallow Marsh for white spider meat. You're
going to need about 30. Level 225 Goto Goto and talk to Dirge Quikcleave to get the culinary search for craft - Clamlette Surprize (he's in the tavern). While you're there, grab tender wolf steaks recipe. You'll need 12 Giant Eggs, 10 Zesty Clam Meat and 20 Alterac Swiss. Alterac Swiss is the easiest to get, just go to the
Inn in Thunderbluff and buy them from Innkepper. Catch the owl eggs at The Hinterlands (the rate of fall is much better than the Rocs in Tanaris). For the clam meat go to Steamwheedle Port in Tanaris and kill the Turtles. They will drop Big Mouth Clams at a good rate, which contain Zesty Clam Meat. Keep killing owls in
the Backend and get another 70-80 eggs. Also kill the Wolves around here for tender wolf meat. Goto Bloodvenom Post in Felwood and buy bale's monster omelette recipe and about 140-160 Comforting Seasonings (this is where it gets very expensive. Take the fishing now, it's cheaper). Levels 226 to 285 Stay in
Felwood and cook the eggs for Monster Omelettes and any Tender Wolf Meat you have. If you didn't have enough to get him to 285, go kill the Wolves around Felwood for Tender Wolf Meat and make Tender Wolf Steaks. Levels 286 to 300 Goto Cenarion Hold in Silithus and talk to Calandrath for the desert recipe
mission chain. When you reach the third mission you will get the recipe for Smoked Desert Dumplings. Kill Crushers and Strikers dredgers for the sandworm meat (low drop rate). You'll only need about 10 more than the search needs more comforting spices (about 20 in total). Cook up to 300. Congratulations, your now
master cook :) BTW Did I mention how much easier it would be if you actually used fishing too? Alliance As an Alliance member you will have easier to find reagents for lower-level recipes. Levels 1 to 40 Kill any of the following: Crag Boars around Dun Morogh for Pieces of Boar Meat. Boars around elwynn forest by
pieces of boar meat. Crag and Boars around Loch Modan for Pieces of Boar Meat. Thistle boars around Teldrassil for Pieces of Boar Meat. Wolves around Elwynn Forest Stringy Wolf Meat. Wolves around Dun Morogh Stringy Wolf Meat. You will need about 45 Wolf Meat or about 55 boar meat. Cook boar meat and
stringy wolf meat until you're 40 (you can train on Spiced Wolf Meat at level 10 and use this to get skills ups faster, but you'll have to buy mild seasonings). Levels 41 to 75 Goto Drac Roughcut in Thelsamar, Loch Modan and buy Smoked Bear Meat recipe. Kill bears around Loch Modan for bear meat. Levels 76 to 85
Train as Journeyman cook and get crab cake recipe. Mate Crawlers around Darkshore and Westfall by Meat Crawler. You're going to need of 10. N.B. Don't sell the Crawler Claws, you'll need them for the next stage. Levels 86 to 100 Goto Stormwind City and buy recipe for Crab Claw Pie from Kendor Kabonka. Take
about 20 mild spices. Go back to Darkshore or Westfall and keep killing You're going to need about 20. Levels 101 to 130 Goto Chef Grual (geddit?, porridge - porridge?... oh nevermind) in Darkshire and get the experienced Wolf Kabobs mission. Get the stormwind seasoning herbs from Felcia Gump in Stormwind
(Trade District). Kill Ravagers and Wolves around Duskwood for Lean Wolf Flank. You'll need about 50-60 (including the ones you need for the mission).N.B. you can get the lean wolf steak recipe from Super Seller 680 in Desolace and keep killing until your kitchen is up to 150+ and then skip the next step). Levels 131
to 175 At level 125 train as Expert Cook. To train as an expert cook, goto Shandrina by Lake Mystral in Ashenvale and buy the Expert cookbook. Goto Kendor Kabonka in Stormwind City and buy the Curiously Tasty Omelette recipe. Kill raptors in Arathi Highlands by Raptor Eggs. You will need about 55 eggs and 55 hot
seasonings. Levels 176 to 200 Goto Chef Jessen in Southshore and get the Bright Turtle quest. Kill the turtles along the river between Southshore and Tarren Mill by Turtle Meat. Keep killing them until you have about 40 meat, then hand in search and cook up to level 200. Levels 201 to 225 Goto trainer and train Spider
Sausage. Kill Darkfangs around Dustwallow Marsh for white spider meat. You're going to need about 30. Level 225 Goto Gadgetzan and talk to Dirge Quikcleave to get the craft cooking mission - Clamlette Surprize (he's in the tavern). While you're here, grab tender wolf steaks' recipe. You'll need 12 Giant Eggs, 10
Zesty Clam Meat and 20 Alterac Swiss. Alterac Swiss is the easiest to get, just go to the Trade District in Stormwind City and buy it from Ben Trias. Catch the owl eggs at The Hinterlands (the rate of fall is much better than the Rocs in Tanaris). For the clam meat go to Steamwheedle Port in Tanaris and kill the Turtles.
They will drop Big Mouth Clams at a good rate, which contain Zesty Clam Meat. Keep killing owls in the Backend and get another 70-80 eggs. Also kill the Wolves around here for tender wolf meat. Goto Talonbranch Glade in Felwood and buy the monster omelet recipe from Malygen and about 140-160 comforting
seasonings (this is where it gets really expensive. Take the fishing now, it's cheaper). Levels 226 to 285 Stay in Felwood and cook the eggs for Monster Omelettes and any Tender Wolf Meat you have. If you don't have enough to get him to 285, go kill the Wolves around Felwood for Tender Wolf Meat and make Tender
Wolf Steaks. Levels 286 to 300 Goto Cenarion Hold in Silithus and talk to Calandrath for the desert recipe mission chain. When you reach the third mission you will get the recipe for Smoked Desert Dumplings. Kill Crushers and Strikers Dredgers for Sandworm Meat rate of fall). You will need about 10 more than the
mission needs more soothing spices (20 in total). Cook up to 300. Congratulations, your now master cook :) BTW I mentioned how much easier be if you actually used fishing too? Cooking Guide 300 to 375 Horde First you need to learn Master Cooking, then go see Baxter at the tavern in Thrallmar and buy the Master
Kitchen Manual. 300 to 325 Buy the Recipe for Ravager Dogs from Cookie One-Eye in Thrallmar (by the stables) and then go kill Ravagers around the Falcon Watch until you have about 35-40 meat. 325 to 350 Two options here. 1). Go buy the recipe for Null's Baked Fissure, the Butcher in Garadar (Nagrand) and then
kill cracks around Nagrand for about 35-40 meat or: 2). Go buy the recipe for Warp Burger from Innkeeper Grilka in Stonebreaker Hold (Terokkar Forest) and then kill Warp Stalkers/Hunters around the Terokkar Forest for about 35-40 meats. 350 to 375 This part really is a problem at the moment. The best way to get to
375 at the moment is by fishing for Furious Crawdads in one of the three lakes around the Terokkar Forest and then cooking them. However, these lakes are only accessible if you have a flying mount. The three lakes are: Lake Jorune - northwest of Stonebreaker Hold. Lake Ere'Noru - southeast of Allerian Stronghold.
Lake Blackwind, in the southeast corner of the map, in the Skettis area. You can buy Rungor's recipe at Stonebreaker Hold. You also need a 430+ fishing skill to be able to fish there. However, you can go to Blade's Edge Mountains and find an NPC named Matron Varah (she is at the Inn) that gives you a quest to get
your Raptor Ribs and Flesh Serpent. Once you complete it, it will give you the crispy snake recipe, which will stay green by 375. Now you can kill Scalewing around Blade's Edge Mountains for Snake Meat. You'll need about 60 to get to 375. Personally, I prefer fishing, but it's just me :) Alliance First you need to learn
Master Cooking, then go see Gaston in Honor Hold and buy the Master Cooking Manual. 300 to 325 Buy the Recipe for Ravager Dogs from Sid Limbardi &lt;Innkeeper&gt; in Honor Hold and then go kill Ravagers around the Falcon Watch until you have about 35-40 meat. 325 to 350 Two options here. Go buy uriku's
Baked Fissure recipe in Telaar (Nagrand) and then kill fissures around Nagrand for about 35-40 meat or: 2). Go buy the Recipe for Warp Burger from Supply Officer Mills in Allerian Stronghold (Terokkar Forest) and then kill Warp Stalkers/Hunters around terokkar forest for about 35-40 meats. 350 to 375 This part really is
a problem at the moment. The best way to get to 375 at the moment is by fishing for Furious Crawdads in one of the three lakes around the Terokkar Forest and then cooking them. However, these lakes are only accessible if you have a flying mount. The three lakes are: Lake Jorune - northwest of Stonebreaker Hold.
Lake Ere'Noru - a by Allerian Stronghold. Lake Blackwind, in the southeast corner of the map, in the Skettis area. You can buy innkeeper Biribi's recipe at Allerian Stronghold. &lt;/Innkeeper&gt; &lt;/Innkeeper&gt; there doesn't seem to be a way for Alliance to get hold of Crispy Serpent's recipe at the moment, so climbing
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